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“A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination.”
~Nelson Mandela

News from the Pit

By Angus Brewster
With the weather as raw as it is, you
would hardly think spring was right around the corner.
It didn’t stop four of London’s more notable gentlemen
from heading out to sea. While his usual command,
the Achilles, underwent further repairs, Sir D’Ascoyne
took temporary command of the Tickler. He was joined
by George Villiers, a new Marine recruit who opted for
immediate naval action. The least-understood career
move was Andy Boddy’s resignation from the Achilles.
Did he have his eye on another ship for the future?
Lieutenant Etheridge found a berth on the Caligula,
and newcomer Lindley Barron joined the Hornet as a
Midshipman.
Another newly-minted Midshipman was Bertrand
Cressac, welcomed aboard the Devonshire and making the most brilliant choice of the Pit for his club. His

commander, Sir McBean, resigned from the Dolphin in
favor of Button’s. No net loss for the Dolphin, which
welcomed Lieutenant Bathurst and Midshipman Stanhope as new members. Midshipman Caesar left the Pit
and joined Lloyd’s, more’s the pity Mr. Caesar!
Mobility was not limited to clubs and ranks; Midshipman Exe let a town house in Hackney. Moving in the
opposite direction was Master & Commander Plain,
whose rental of an Islington Apartment made one wonder if his circumstances had been reduced. Or more reduced. Doris says it’s a sure sign that he’s got no future
intentions for Miss Cadger, wherever she might be. I
leave the speculation to London’s better minds.
And finally, five new gentlemen arrived at the end
of the month, both full of hopes and potential. Rory
Storm’s father was a noted cordwainer who expected
his first son to continue in a fashion trade. With his
shiny, custom-made boots and a generous allowance
from his family, Rory was somehow unable to find the

shop of the cloth merchant under whom he was to serve
as an apprentice.
Shane Charles Ryecroft had all the advantages of the
son of a wealthy tea and cotton importer save for one
thing: his father’s name. Whilst his parents cohabited
happily, they never legally married due to religious differences. Apparently not religious enough. Though his
father tried to prepare his son for the import business,
Shane was more taken with the tales of the ships that
rather than the actual merchandise.
Blonder White hails from Poole, Dorset, the latest in
a long line of ditch diggers who can trace the origins
of their “craft” to the cisterns and necessaries of Corfe
Castle. Unsurprisingly, White has eschewed the family
business and come to London seeking fame, fortune,
and a better class of fair maiden than can be found
along the south coast of England.

Gene Reeves was born in Bristol but grew up in Jamaica, the second son of a tradesman. Father and sons
worked on merchant ships plying the Caribbean, but
ultimately all went to his eldest brother and left Gene
with nothing but a yearning to join the Royal Navy. His
tumultuous voyage to London would have left a lesser
man soured on the idea, but Gene had arrived and was
eager to find his fate.
From Iceland comes Egil Arinbjornson, who made a
name for himself locally by guiding illegal foreign cod
fishing boats to the best spots. Though he claims his
nickname is “Langurspjót,” the English fishermen call
him “Eagle” for his sharp eye. He left his land of volcanoes to join the fleet, and now has left the cod boats for
the presumed riches of the Navy.
Good luck to you all, and if you have any gossip to
share remember to bring it to the Pit first!

Winters chill still grasped
the spars of the Royal Navy’s ships still
moored in His Majesties dockyards
across England. All captains not already
at sea had the great sense to keep their
vessels and themselves in dock for at
least one more month. Captain Horatio
d’Ascoyne however bucked this trend
by volunteering his services aboard
the presently commanderless Caligula.
He was joined by Lieutenant Ernest
Etheridge of the Thermopylae and
Private George Villiers of the Fiddlers
Green.

surrender! Lieutenant Etheridge was put
in charge of the flotilla of fireships consisting of requisitioned French fishing
vessels and a small merchantman.
By the time the British fleet arrived off
the Dutch coast, it was apparent that the
sea ice had loosened its hold on the area
although the air temperature was still
well before freezing. It was decided that
the Batavians could do with a hand that
evening to keep warm. The plan was simple, to assault through the small passage
between Texel and the mainland, fire the
harbour and then break out to the north
of Eyerland. It was a risky strategy due
to the narrow passage and shallow waters but nothing
out of the ability of the brave Tars of the British Navy.
Acting Lieutenant Olthwaite of the Tickler was given
the duty of checking the depths – a task he completed
admirably throughout the duration of the ensuing battle, even taking on the role of heaving the lead himself
after two leadsmen were killed around him. Worried
that shifting winds may prevent the fireships ending up
among the enemy vessels, Lieutenant Etheridge volunteered to sail the lead ship into the harbour before sitting
it afire and escaping. Thanks to his bravery, the town
was soon burning as brightly as a November bonfire!
Not satisfied with one act sure to make it into the cap-

Winter’s Chill Comes To An End

With most of the Republican navy tucked up in their

mother’s beds supping on rancid wine, the two stalwarts of the Royal Navy’s Blockade Squadron, Caligula and Tickler seemed due for a cold lonely month until
a proposal from the Admiral of the Fleet was present to
the ships commanders. Both Captains concurred with
the good sense held within the sealed documents that
they should sail north and see if the Batavian Navy
were as good a sailors as their Dutch forebears. A plan
was hatched between the officers to sail the two ships
to invest the seas around the island of Texel; the scene
of last year’s rather embarrassing capitulation of the
Dutch navy to a squadron of French cavalry, who just
trotted over to the ice bound ships and demanded their

tain’s report, Etheridge made it back on board in time
to help occasion more calamity on the enemy. Captain
d’Ascoyne espied a heavily laden merchantman attempting to slip away just outside the main harbour and
set course to investigate. A single volley was enough
to make the cargo ship drop its colours and surrender.
As the crew of the Caligula helped lighten the load of
the Dutchman a rather ashen faced Midshipman reported that the ships main cargo was barrel upon barrel of
gunpowder! Whilst most of the British crew evacuated
from the floating bomb, Lieutenant Etheridge formed
a forlorn hope of sailors. These brave men set the merchantman about. They sailed the ship as close as they
could to the into the port. Initially the Republicans
seemed to assume that this was just their own ship returning to sanctuary but, slowly, realisation came to the
men on the battlements around the port that this was
no ordinary merchantman. As heated shots
began to find their mark,
Etheridge gave the order to abandon his latest
command and for the
men to row and swim
for their very lives, and
it was not a moment too
soon for most of the heroes were barely clear
when the explosion lit
up the night sky.

Caligula

and Tickler continued pressing
home the raid as they
waited for the forlorn hope’s return. During this period,
Subaltern Culvallion Du Gilbert, serving on the Tickler, showed his mettle once more. As he and his fellow
Royal Marines, such as the newly volunteered Private
George Villiers dispensed deadly fire from their muskets on any enemy sailor within range, their unfortunate
commander Lieutenant Johnston was fatally wounded.
Culvallion, as the senior ranking marine, took charge
of HMS Ticklers detachment. He showed consummate
skill and coolness under fire to bring the best use of the
men now under his command; such was his prowess
that Sir Digby, the ships captain, wrote a personal note
to the Admiralty stating that they would be “…damned
fools if they do not give Culvallion permanent charge
of his own detachment and a Lieutenancy to boot!”
Such strongly worded missives may not do Sir Digby’s

future career any favours but it is safe to say that it has
assisted the former Subalterns!
As dawn broke the victorious Blockade Squadron
ships left the Zuyder Zea behind them having suffered
minimal losses to men and the ships still sound; safe in
the knowledge that Texel would be incapable of offering a working port fort for many months.

In the warmer climes of the Mediterranean Sea, the

crews of His Majesties Ships Vanguard and Hornet prepared to say “Hasta otro día” to Don Estelle and the
Spanish Navy that had hosted them so splendidly for
the winter season. Thanks to the inspiring performance
of the two British vessels, the Spaniards felt confident
enough to take the battle to the enemy!
It took but a few days for a likely target to be espied;
a squadron of three French men-o-war patrolling the
sea lanes around Genoa.
With four ships of his
own plus the two Royal
Navy ships the Spanish
Jefe de Escuadra felt
that he held sufficient
advantage to take on
the enemy. The Don had
spent much of the previous months instructing
the British officers in
the finer points of the art
of bull fighting and gave
his battle plans based on
the terms of that craft.
He referred to Master &
Commander Codrington’s sloop, the Hornet, as a picadore; it was to act as a reserve and use its fleetness to
come to the aid of any larger vessel. The five 4th and
5th rate ships he called banderilleros; the remainder, including Estelle’s own vessel were the toreros.
Despite the bizarre titles, the battle plan was traditional; they would cross the line of the enemy and each
ship in turn would bring their guns to bear. The Spaniards though engaged at too long a range for effective
combat for most of their shots fell short or, at least, had
too little power to cause serious damage. By the time he
had made half his run, Captain Dai Llwydium-Crystal
had seen enough; he brought his helm over and cut the
range on his next target, a 3rd rater named the Éole. The
manoeuvre seemed to catch the French crew napping
for they failed to shorten the range on their guns caus-

ing their shots to fly through the rigging causing minimal damage. Not so for the Vanguard’s cannon; they
struck with deathly accuracy! Obeying their captains
urgings to increase their speed of reloading, the gunners excelled themselves and soon the Éole was listing
heavily and its crew were abandoning ship. The woe of
the enemy at this loss was palpable.
Not to be outdone, Don Estelle in the next astern from
the Vanguard attempted a similar action but the Frogs
were not to be caught out twice! As the Spaniard came
in to range, it found it beaten to the draw. Two unanswered volleys and it was Estelle’s ships turn to take on
water. They would have been condemned to a watery
fate had it not been for the picadore. Mr Codrington
saw the unfolding debacle and sailed as fast as the wind
would take the Hornet to aide their allies. Being outgunned some two to one did not stop the brave crew
from doing their duty. Codrington manoeuvred his ship
as to be a shield for the Spaniard, giving it the opportunity to bear away to safety. The Hornet withstood
withering fire but under the inspiring command of First
Lieutenant James Blond and Midshipman Lindley Barron. Both men spurred the gunners on to the point that
it seemed they were firing two shots to each of those

launched by the Frenchman. Chain shot removed the
British ships topgallant spar and ripped through much
of her rigging. Codrington himself was at one time seen
with a fallen marines musket in his hands and some say
that it was his shot that killed the French captain but this
cannot be confirmed. What is true though is that he and
his ships act of heroism was such that the French ship
was forced to withdraw from the line which, along with
the loss of the Éole through the Vanguard’s actions, had
the effect of causing the whole enemy squadron to peel
away and withdraw.

The allies took several days to ensure their damaged

vessels were seaworthy before returning to port. The
Vanguard and Hornet paid their respects before sailing
back home. On reaching its berth at Greenwich, the
latter was met by an Admiralty courier carrying orders
for three of its crew. Wisdom Codrington was to leave
the ship with immediate effect and take on the post of
Captain of the 5th Rater, HMS Mercury. Mr Barron was
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant and was provisionally given his step aboard the Hornet.

Gentlemen Only, Ladies Forbidden

Boddy greets, Heywood clanks,
in the armor of Longshanks.
Bathurst creaks, clad in tin, as
medieval hero’s twin.
Oglby, and St. John, with no
special costumes on.
But Stanhope, the loudest one,
what does his kit say?
Ring-ding-ding-ding-dingeringeding!
Gering-ding-ding-ding-dingeringeding!
Gering-ding-ding-ding-dingeringeding!
What does Faucher say?
Gambling, gambling gambling now!
Gambling, gambling gambling now!
Gambling, gambling gambling now!
What’s Boddy say?
Twenty twenty twenty G!
Twenty twenty twenty G!
Twenty twenty twenty G!
What do they say?
Cut cut cut cut cut cut cut win!
Cut cut cut cut cut cut cut win!

Cut cut cut cut cut cut cut win!
What do they say?
Caesar’s take, Sir Francis Drake,
Burke as ancient naval gent.
Exe is there, with his cat, says
Dick Whittington is back.
Boddy shows a game of golf,
played upon a tabletop.
All take a turn, and who will win,
and how many shots will
mi-i-i-i-iss?
mi-i-i-i-iss?
mi-i-i-i-iss?
Will insults demand
re-co-o-o-ourse?
re-co-o-o-ourse?
re-co-o-o-ourse?
What do the swords say?
Jacha-chacha-chacha-chow!
Chacha-chacha-chacha-chow!
Chacha-chacha-chacha-chow!
What do their swords say?

Fraka-kaka-kaka-kaka-kow!
Fraka-kaka-kaka-kaka-kow!
Fraka-kaka-kaka-kaka-kow!
Who calls the surgeons?
A-hee-ahee ha-hee!
A-hee-ahee ha-hee!
A-hee-ahee ha-hee!
How badly injured?
A-oo-oo-oo-ooo!
Woo-oo-oo-ooo!
How badly injured?
The guests are fully fed, and wine
and ale doth flow. The secrets that
are shared, will we ever know?
Will it always be a mystery? What
do they say? Guineas are passed
round, prizes for the guests. What
is their sound?
Ching ching ching-do.
Wub-wid-bid-dum-way-do.
Ching ching ching-do.
Will we ever know?

Final
reports
from Andy Boddy’s
stag party say that
prizes of 50 guineas
went to each of
three
gentlemen
for their costumes:
Lieutenant Burke
as Themistocles, the
great Athenian naval
commander against
the Persians. He
wore a Corinthian
helmet
with
a
large red plume,
a breastplate with
scenes of hoplites
against Persians at Thermopylae, and a leather belt with
Cingulum hanging down to his knees. He carried a long
wooden pole topped with a blunt wood “spearhead.”
Most surprising of all was the fake wooly beard, giving
the man a look that was less classic Greek and more
rampaging Gaul.
Midshipman Caesar dressed as Sir Francis Drake,
wearing a blood red doublet decorated with vertical
strips of cloth of gold and a thick ruff that was nearly
as wide as his shoulders. The whole ostentatious outfit

was completed with a pearl earring, an Elizabethan hat
worn at a jaunty angle, and of course the obligatory
sword at his side. Caesar had even managed to grow
something of a moustache for the occasion, which had
been oiled into a rakish design to heighten the illusion
of the man who defeated the Spanish Armada.
And finally, Midshipman Stanhope went as his
namesake Orpheus, dressed in an ancient Greek fashion
that showed off his athleticism in a way that, he was
convinced, was not vulgar. His curly locks were bound
with a golden band of interlinked treble clefs. The most
impressive element was the lyre, linked to a clockwork
menagerie of artfully crated animals, a pair of saplings,
and a Eurydice mannequin that all swayed to the music.
The whole setup might have done with a bit of oil, as
some of the animals squeaked louder and louder as the
night wore on. The clockwork fox, in particular, seemed
to vocalize in a way that caused much speculation
amongst the other guests.
The G.O.L.F. game resulted in several gentlemen
sinking their shots, landing a small ball inside a tankard
and using a flat-ended stick, with all set up on a billiards
table. Notable shots included Dick Exe, who sent the
ball bouncing of the cushion, hitting a wall and then the
bar tender on the noggin, and back onto the table.
A splendid time was had by all, even if they do not
recall the events of the evening themselves.

A Great Wedding and Grand
Reception

Captain Heywood explained his puzzlement to John
Bernard Burke at the end of the night as they sipped
brandy, “All Commander Plain would do is complain
about the rain. The man wouldn’t even let me introduce
Miss Dorrit.”
Someone reported overhearing a heated a private discussion between William Hornchurch Oglby, Marc Orpheus Stanhope, Cleophas Faucher, and James St. John.
The four of them spent quite some time in the garden,
and afterward some cleanup and repair was necessary
for their return to polite company. Sources close to the
Port Admiral ran back and tattled on the differences
of opinion, and apparently he is most displeased with
Captain Oglby and Midshipman Stanhope.
The wedding dinner featured a lamb roast and mint
sauce, but most impressive was the wedding cake. It
was full of candied fruits of various types, and liberally doused with rum. After many toasts and good wishes offered, guests ushered the couple to their carriage.
Leta was overheard to say, “Now that you’ve resigned
from the Navy, what are your plans for a career?”

Host Andy Boddy wed the lovely Leta Blair in
a well attended ceremony. As the guests entered the
chapel, Gabriel Ambrose Bathurst was seen leading his
lady out of their coach and greeting Cleophas Faucher
and Pippa Middleton.
A beaming Lieutenant Boddy wore a newly bought
set of civilian clothes, with a flawless gray coat and
striped silk waistcoat. Leta Blair entered in a stunning
ivory dress. Her sleeves had stripes of orange through
them and a delicate lace lined the neck. Her long train
was embroidered with images of leaves and flowers.
Everyone agreed that the Boddy had chosen well in
matters of love, if not his Navy career.
After witnessing the new couple’s joining, the attendees gathered at Lloyds where they loudly celebrated the
new union. Peter Heywood was overheard trying to inquire about Peter Plain’s health, but the man stubbornly
continued to comment on the weather!

Cupid’s Arrows Miss Their Mark1

Suave Frenchman Bertrand Cressac thought his2
new uniform was irresistible, and went straightaway to3
Eileen Roberts’ house in the first week of the month. He4
was prepared to defend himself against any rivals, but5
thought no further ahead and failed to impress the lady.6
7
Sir Sylvester McMonkey McBean spent a pretty pen-8
ny on a ring for his lady, Muriel Merryweather. His offer9
of marriage was quite impressive as he spoke of his fine
10
house and his naval career. But whilst Muriel said she
11
enjoyed him as her beau, there were questions about his
12
reputation — particularly his temper — and she turned
13
him down. McBean’s carriage was cold comfort as he
14
toured chilly London the rest of the week.
15
Midshipman Frederick Jackston Rostenburg had mat16
rimony in mind when he visited Barbara Allen with an
17
even larger ring concealed in his waistcoat pocket. He
18
19
also had a few bottles of wine with him in his carriage,
20
in case things did not go his way. Perhaps someone
21
tipped off Barbara to his plans, because she ran out of
22
her house to meet her paramour and threw her arms
23
around him in the middle of the street! The pair enjoyed
24
the wine and a carriage ride, where Barbara suffered
25
chilled hands in order to show off the ring.
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Muriel Merryweather
Flora de Bries
Irene Castle

30
Although some young couples were
31
enjoying romantic dinners by candlelight, the second
32
week of February can feel terribly cruel to those who
33
Cupid appears to have forgotten. Disheartened by their
attempts at the beginning of the month, the Devonshire’s
Captain McBean and his newly acquired Frenchman,
Midshipman Bressac, were seen taking a leisurely stroll
to the sordid side of the East End where they were welcomed into Mrs Bottom’s battered boudoir by a blustery bevvy of questionable beauties. Blouses billowed
and bosoms heaved, as the Captain made free with his
purse all week and regaled the company of coquettish
concubines with stories of his manly prowess. Not to be
outdone, Bressac is rumoured to have danced a Breton
jig with a busty girl from Birmingham, after which they
disappeared upstairs for discourse “au francais!” Alas
poor Bressac, for some time later he chose to wander
home alone, happy for a moment, drenched in cheap
beer and cheaper perfume. Some nice East End boys
helped him on his way, allegedly relieving him of four
Guineas for their trouble!
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The Devonshire’s officers weren’t the only gentlemen to find need of comfort in the arms of a reliable, if
well used, pair of thighs this month. Midshipman Exe,
now Neptune’s Captain to the Achilles, was seen hailing a carriage at the end of the month and heading for
Madam Fifi’s house of Mystery, somewhere near Covent Garden. Introducing a young Spanish lady called
Isabella to a concoction of rum, cane sugar, lime juice,
mint leaves and crushed ice, he was soon to be heard
singing “Adieu, to you ladies of Spain” whilst balanced
on a bedstead and supporting the lass’s ankles as she
performed a handstand (and considerably more) to the
ribald amusement of three other girls (known as the
three graces) in the establishment. Our man in the know
confirms that young Dick is now most popular with the
house’s personnel and certainly ended his month in
town with a bang!

What the Maitre’d Doesn’t Know

The third week of February was a semblance of
chaotic activity at Buttons, engaged as it were with such
arrangements and scheduling. Sir McBean changed
his schedule at one point, with reasoning pointing
to his uncle being in the oilcloth business. Buttons
was the preferred venue for both Captain Sylvester
McMonkey McBean’s celebration as it was for Master
and Commander Peter Plain’s monthly HMS Enterprise
Captain’s Dinner.
Perhaps among some there was a degree of optimism
that any chance encounter would be circumvented, alas
this was not to be. In the course of the week, two separate disagreeable encounters took place. The first was
between Sir Sylvester McMonkey
McBean, Captain of the Devonshire,
accompanied by Bertrand Cressac.
They chanced upon Master and Commander Peter Plain and Midshipman
Julius Octavian Caesar of the Enterprise; at the very instant that an unsuspecting visitor commented about
the appalling yet intrinsic failings of
garbage scows. As both parties overheard the comment and noted the
presence of their rivals each instantly
entertained a heated discourse upon
this slight. Needless to say both pairs
retired to debate the issue in the adjoining grounds. After a short sharp
exchange the rather dishevelled persons were ushered diplomatically into
different locations of the club.
The second incident involved Midshipman Marc Orpheus Stanhope of the Dreadnought
who chanced upon Captain William Hornchurch Oglby of the Thermopylae outside the club’s privy. Staff
had done their best to keep doors closed, but one could
not deny the call of nature. The subsequent heated discourse over the merits of the Ships Companies of the
respective vessels; one where terms one feels inappropriate to include in this transcript; however reference to blackguard from one quarter was repudiated by
reference to Privateer without Warrant from the other,
both gentlemen retired to the gardens to present their
respective thoughts before returning to the club rather
fatigued, tousled manner.
The Gathering hosted by Sir Sylvester McMonkey
McBean an open invitation to notables of London and

their companions which was attended by Captain Peter
Heywood, a Royal Marine on the Achilles, accompanied by the insightful Emily Westmoor. Lieutenant Gabriel Ambrose Bathurst, Ship’s Adjutant of HMS Fiddler’s Green was accompanied by the engaging Joan
Bathurst (nee Fullins).
Andy Boddy took advantage of the invitation, escorting the Elegant Mrs Boddy.
Midshipman Marc Orpheus Stanhope of the Dreadnought brought the delightful Miss Christine Jenkins
who despite the pleasure of the event, was noted on occasion to be slightly out of countenance; in a manner
that one could speculate indicative of considered disappointment.
Midshipman Frederick Jackston Rostenburg of the
Fiddler’s Green had the influential
Barbara Allen on his arm. Midshipman Bertrand Cressac of the Devonshire was heard to boldly offer his
Thanks to Captain McBean, both for
Sir McBean’s invitation and acceptance of the Midshipman into the
Ships Company; in such a manner that
one suspects the fellow had a tad too
much wine. Shortly later Mr Cressac
was also heart to declare his willingness to come to the Captain assistance
during a fight; which considering such
is the duty of all members of a ships
company, a clear indication of the fellows partial inebriation.
Master and Commander Peter
Plain’s monthly Enterprise Captain’s
Dinner found him determined to limit
discussion to the forthcoming weather. His guests included Captain William Hornchurch
Oglby of HMS Thermopylae, Midshipman Julius Octavian Caesar of the Enterprise, escorting the lovely Miss
Justine Kent resplendent in a red satin gown. All could
not help but notice a heart-shaped ruby pendant adorning her decolletage and well-framed by her artfully arrayed blonde tresses. During the course of the soiree,
Caesar rather bitterly discussed the influx of French
émigrés seeking service in the Royal Navy, in particular the fiend Cressac who has shunned the hand of his
friendship and sought a berth on the Devonshire!
Fortunately the guests of the respective parties did
not clash again that week, and the staff of Buttons was
relieved to see the week end.

Almanack’s Strange Happenings

Baron Robert Erasmus Douglas and his
lady Serena hosted a well-to-do party at the end of the
month. Sir Shaun O’Leary was overheard wondering
to Octavia Marvell, that he did not understand why
the Baron was insisting upon reading recipes from the
Forme of Cury, a famous cookbook by Samuel Pebbe,
instead of serving the dishes contained within. Douglas
learned about the book from His Royal Highness, who
he attended in the third week of the month. One wonders
if the recipes were served at White’s.
When the Baron finished his recitation and asked Peter Plain which recipe sounded the most appetizing, Mr.
Plain responded rather mysteriously, “Sauce Madame
goes best in cold, but the Herbs Like Flesh will keep
you healthy in the rain.”
Certain sources reported that the friendly party ended
shortly after Miss Jenkins stormed out of the Almanack
following an argument with her escort, Marc Orpheus
Stanhope. This same source says her father sent a carriage to pick her up, while others said she swooned several times before her abrupt departure.

Carousing Before the Fire

It was a dark and stormy night in
week four, but snug inside at Button’s was the crew
Devonshire, invited by their gallant captain. Sir
Sylvester McMonkey McBean was cordially hosting
his monthly dinner party for crew and friends of his
– provided that they could put some glitter on his
reputation. To make sure that it would really be a party
female companionship from these few was encouraged.
Fresh from his wedding, with his delightful Leta, was
Andy Boddy – both still a bit weary from the months
exhaustions. Tempting Lady Luck, his chances were
naturally low and he lost two of three bets, however at
a low amount of 30 Guineas – and hedging his bets…
Also present was Midshipman Frederick Jackston
Rostenburg, enjoying the evening and the wines with
his heart’s Barbara Allen. Newcomer to London and the
Devonshire, Midshipman Bertrand Cressac displayed
his charms as Neptune’s Captain, however was still
single despite his French charm. Notably absent was
Brevet Lieutenant Tobias Hogget. This was the second
time this month that Captain McBean hosted a party at
this club, and this time the gamble played off as none of
the crew of the Enterprise showed up.

A Fruitful Evening.

Just a single gentleman visited Lloyds,
hosted by William Hornchurch Oglby in week four.
Soup, sole, steak and stilton – with sherry, sancerre,
shiraz and sauterne were served. Although time had
been set to plan the muster rolls and when to go to sea,
there was time to savor their supper.
Cleophas Faucher, Subaltern in the Royal Marines
and serving on the Thermopylae, was missing a good
cigar as Pippa was left at home – but the kind Captain had ordered some in and he was also in a business
mood without the delicious Rebecca Dorrit.
Cleophas hoped to have Thermopylae go to sea as
soon as possible, and mentioned this to his Captain.
Cleophas also asked Captain Oglby to drink a toast to
celebrate their dueling victories of last month, however the Captain said that his Doctor had recommended
not to dilute his blood too much as some of the stitches
were a bit leaky.
Lieutenants Royston and Etheridge were sorely
missed, one for his quick wit and the other for a keen
eye for the ladies.

February Freeze Thawed by
Furious Fighters!

Andy Boddy’s pre-nuptial party at Lloyds may have
been a night to celebrate, but even with their fantastic
costumes, enemies clashed in the corridors and words
were soon followed by swift action in the cold night air.
The combatants eyed each other warily before drawing their sabres, and after the merest of salutes, began in
earnest their deadly dance. The bigger man was quick
off the mark, a nonchalant change of stance being the
prelude to a probing slash that ripped along the leading
leg of his opponent, who responded with a slash to the
attacker’s right shoulder. Parting momentarily, the defender moved to take up the attack, sweeping forward
with his sword raised too high: in the blink of an eye his
aggressor attacked into the preparation with a terrible
cut that swept from one hip to the rib-cage, opening up
the fine clothes in a torrent of blood. Attendants from
within Lloyds quickly rushed the stricken fighter to a
surgeon, the duel most certainly over.
Although Boddy and his blushing bride were enjoying the adoration of friends and the Valentine vibe on
their happy day a week later, for some of their guests
no amount of champagne or confetti could deter them
from deep-seated enmity spilling over into aggressive
altercations.
The gentlemen who had fought in week one found
themselves pushed together as the party moved into
Lloyds, and with a blunt “once more?” they broke away
from the amiable crowd. As they were leaving, another
gentleman joined them, insisting on his right by rank to
teach the bully a lesson. Their mutual opponent simply
shrugged, saying “one or two, it matters little… have a
care if you dare to cross swords with me.”
Empty words alone would not suffice to resolve this
personal clash, for honour was at stake. The confident
swordsman effortlessly drew his sword and saluted as
the senior of his opponents fumbled off his coat and
took up a shaky stance, perhaps at last feeling the realisation that he might be over-matched. But he was
committed now, and in another heartbeat launched his
attack at precisely the same time as his opponent, their
swords slashing crimson rents to shoulder and forearm.
Both swordsmen recovered their blades and simultaneously cut to sixte, avoiding each other’s blades as they
tore into each other. The power of the blow from the
more experienced sabreur was too much to bear, and
his opponent put up his sword.

At this point the other man, visibly still in pain from
an earlier wound, stepped forward and drew his sabre.
The victorious combatant turned to face this new enemy, then stepped forward and completed a vicious slash
before his opponent could act, slicing two buttons from
his coat’s cuff and forcing his immediate surrender.
Button’s was always going to be a lively party venue,
with two ship’s crews descending on its elegant steps –
and what crews! It was perhaps inevitable that trouble
would brew in the crowded function rooms, and before
long a trio of belligerent bravos was seen making its
way outside to settle some minor slight with the indelicate instrument at their disposal – the trusty cutlass.
The bigger man appeared more confident, mockingly
leaning against a tree twirling his cutlass as his opponent steeled himself for the encounter. When they were
both finally ready, the smaller man’s first attack in quarte saw the slash easily turned away, but the remise of the
attack scored a hit to the right leg even as his enemy’s
slash ruined his cravat and tore into his right shoulder.
His skillful opponent completed this attack with a flick
of his wrist to tear another slash into the coat of his
luckless antagonist, and the less able man was forced to
concede defeat and surrender.
At this moment, the other gentleman stepped forward
and stood between his superior and the victor, calling
on him to try and match swords once again with someone more his size. As his confident enemy advanced,
the new duellist sprang forward, planting a heavy boot
in a hefty kick that propelled the surprised champion
several yards back in pain! He quickly recovered and
used his great reach to land a slash to the left arm. This
was followed by the defender’s response – a slash to the
left shoulder, but in turn the experienced man slashed
down into his opponent’s thigh, ending the contest.
Also attending Button’s that night were another pair
of rivals who yet again felt obliged to test their mettle once more. The beau sabreurs dispensed with small
talk and quickly came en garde, the more experienced
man standing unusually with his blade in septime to his
opponent’s text book guard in sixte. Cold eyes levelled
over cold steel, and the pair moved as one. The veteran swept his blade up in a slash to his opponent’s left
knee as the other blade went high to land a blow on
his shoulder. However the wound to the knee proved
too much for the other man, who offered his sword and
limped away to have his wounds dressed.
While most times the City Watch were none the wiser, but rumours are spreading about some conflicts.

DUELING!!
Sylvester McMonkey McBean
Marc Orpheus Stanhope
Horatio D'Ascoyne
James St. John
John Bernard Burke
Julius Octavian Caesar
Sean O'Leary
Cleophas Faucher
Royston Darkwing
William Hornchurch Oglby
Edward Ernest Etheridge
Peter Plain
Matthew Alistair Pratingly
Patrick Stern
William Fredrick Lawford
Lucius Yeo
Samuel Adam Mulligan
Sebastian Bracegirdle
Philip Cecile Roberts
Richard Antony Timmons
Jonathon Ignatius Brooke
Cuthbert Collywobble
Neville Hunter
Charles Algernon Digby
Harold Taylor
Callum McTavish

Deep in Their Studies

Students of note were found at the Naval Academy
in three different weeks. Week two, in honor of St. Valentine’s Day, saw Midshipmen Caesar and Exe deep in
the mathematics of projectile weapons. Models were
used at first and by the end of the week the class were
calculating ships’ guns.
Exe was back in week three, along with Able Seaman
St. John to learn the subtleties of powder storage. They
knew the importance of keeping it dry, but learned further the particulars of shipboard storage and how to effectively maintain and inspect powder.
In week four St. John returned, as did week one’s
Midshipman Caesar, and they were joined by RM Captain Heywood. This weeks topic: victualizing and in
particular vermin control. No one promised the Academy’s topics would be scintillating every week!
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33 Wealth Level: poor= 0-250 GC, ok up to 1,000, comfy up to 5,000, wealthy up to 10,000, rich up to 25,000 and filthy is 25,000+
34 SP = social points earned, NMR = No Move (orders) Received, RIP = Dead!

Thanks to Sean for calculations, and thanks to Tony, Sean, Roger, and Peter
for writing, and as always to Terry for the website.

Thanks to everyone for your patience, and a special shout out to my employer
for the unexpected Christmas bonus that covered the cost of my new computer!
Please look over your character sheet and let me know ASAP any errors. Send
to aquazoo(at)patriot(dot)net.

Remember get announcements in on of time, and please double check the announcements
when you put together your orders. Announcements need to be posted on the Forum thread
for that month. If you can’t access the forum, I can post it for you but you have to get it to me
ahead of time!
If you have a question about anything, please inquire at the aquazoo e-mail. Thank you!

Deadlines for March, 1796
Announcements: Friday, February 21st
Orders: Friday, February 28th
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